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Monemvasia – Wikipedia

The ancient city of Byzantium was founded by Greek colonists from Megara around 657 BCE. According to the historian Tacitus, it was built on the European side of the Strait of Bosphorus on the order of the ἱγὸς Δελφῖνος (igōς Delphiōn) who said to build the opposite land of the blind. This was in reference to the inhabitants of Chalcedon who had built their city on the eastern shore of the

Icons and Iconoclasm in Byzantium | Essay

The Sailing to Byzantium is one of Yeats’s most inspired works, and one of the greatest poems of the twentieth century. Written in and travel to Byzantium, where the sages in the city’s famous gold mosaics (completed mainly during the sixth and seventh centuries) could become the singing-masters of his soul. He hopes the sages will appear in fire and take him away from his body

Yeats’s Poetry | Sailing to Byzantium: Summary & Analysis

In the 600s, Persian and Arab invasions devastated much of Byzantium’s eastern territories. The artistic traditions of the wealthy state extended throughout the empire, including the southernmost provinces of Egypt and North Africa, which remained under Byzantine control until the Arab conquest of the region in the seventh century (c. 17.190.1664).

Basilica of Santa Sabina, Rome – Smarthistory

The Kingdom of Aksum | National Geographic Society

The Kingdom of Aksum was located in northwestern Ethiopia during the 1st and 3rd centuries AD. It was later replaced by the Kingdom of Zazë, which lasted from 325 AD to 970 AD.

Sclaveni - Wikipedia

The Roman emperor at Byzantium supported Aksum in this venture, largely in retaliation for Yemen’s persecution of Christians. Aksum had become Christianized in the fourth century C.E. and became the first sub-Saharan African state to embrace the new Semitic religion. A figure named Frumentius is given credit for spreading the gospel to Ethiopia. Frumentius came to Ethiopia in the early 4th century and is credited with the introduction of Christianity to the region.
The Anglo-Saxon ship burial at Sutton Hoo | British Museum Ace was a companion of the Seventh Doctor. Her real name was either Dorothy Gale or Dorothy Gale McShane. Initially a brash and reckless teenager, Ace matured significantly into a strong, independent adult over her many years of TARDIS travel and other experiences, who was capable of surviving on her own. Born on Earth, Ace eventually attended the Academy on Gallifrey, 
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